RESIDENTIAL
COMMERCIAL
ALTERNATIVE

DISCLAIMER

ABOUT VINE GROUP

Please note that all formulas and/or ways to calculate income,
mortgage approvals, mortgage programs, rates are purely
approximates. They can change at any time. They can change at any
time and can vary from province to province.

Thank you for considering VINE Group. For most people, their home
is their most significant asset, which is why having a well-structured
mortgage will assist in balancing their lifestyle needs and home
ownership goals. The well-structured mortgage plan can protect you
from a financial downturn, save you thousands of dollars, and help
build your wealth over time.

We strongly recommend that you consult your mortgage advisor
and/or lender before assuming financing will be granted. When it
comes to rental properties there is no such thing as a pre-approval.
You can only get prepositioned. This is why working with individuals
that have current and relevant experience is a must.

With access to over 60 lending institutions across Canada including major banks, credit unions, trusts and other national
and regional lenders, our team has the tools to build a customized
mortgage plan, with the features and options that are most
important to you whether you are:
•
•
•
•

purchasing your first or next home
investing in property or buying a vacation/second home
refinancing to boost cash flow and drive down debt
looking at options for your mortgage renewal

Since our business is built primarily through referrals from satisfied
customers, your positive mortgage experience is essential to us.

We look forward to helping you achieve
your financial and homeownership goals!
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WHY USE VINE GROUP
With most of our agents being former bankers and having a strong
background in financial planning, our team is well-equipped to
help investors achieve a healthy real estate portfolio. VINE Group
has worked with hundreds of full time real estate investors and
understands the ins and outs of investing in real estate today.
Access To Many Lenders

From major banks to private lenders, with ONE application
to ensure we find you the mortgage with the rate and
terms that are right for you

Expert Independent Advice

Remember we work for you not the lender

Specializing In All Types Of Mortgages
Exclusive Lender Relationships For Real Estate
Investor Solutions
Flexible Hours
Simple Application Process
Ongoing Consultation

Including annual mortgage check-ups, updates and
renewal renegotiation (that’s right, you can save again on
your mortgage renewal)
Use the blueprint approach to strategically grow your real
estate portfolio.
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UNDERSTANDING THE LINGO
AMORTIZATION: Length of time over which the mortgage will be repaid.
MORTGAGE TERM: Length of time that the mortgage contract conditions and
interest rate is fixed.
CLOSING COSTS: Costs in addition to the purchase price of the home that are
payable on closing day.
DOWN PAYMENT: The portion of the home price that is not financed by the
mortgage loan. It must come from the buyer’s own funds or other eligible sources
before securing a mortgage.
EQUITY: The difference between the price for which a home could be sold and
the total debts registered against it.
FIXED / VARIABLE MORTGAGE INTEREST RATE: A fixed rate is a locked-in rate
that will not increase for the term of the mortgage. A variable mortgage interest
rate can fluctuate based on market conditions, but the mortgage payment remains
unchanged.

DCR: The formula for debt coverage ratio is net operating income divided by debt
service. The debt coverage ratio is used very often in multi-unit property investing
to determine a property’s ability to generate enough income in its operations to
cover the expense of a debt.
CAP RATE: The capitalization rate is the rate of return on a real estate investment
property based on the income that the property is expected to generate. The
capitalization rate is used to estimate the investor’s potential return on his or her
investment.
DOORS: It is defined as the number of total self contained units in the property.
ENVIRONMENTAL: This is a report that it is generated when purchasing
commercial property to ensure there is no environmental issues with the property
in question.
CROSS COLLATERALIZATION: When more than one property is used as
collateral for one single loan.

HIGH-RATIO MORTGAGE / CONVENTIONAL MORTGAGE: A high ratio
mortgage is a mortgage loan higher than 80% of the lending value of the property.
A conventional mortgage is a mortgage loan up to a maximum of 80% of the
lending value of the property.
OPEN / CLOSED MORTGAGE: An open mortgage is a flexible mortgage that
allows you to pay off your mortgage in part or in full before the end of the term.
A closed mortgage, in some cases, cannot be paid off in whole or in part before
the end of the term. In other cases, the lender may allow for partial prepayment of
a closed mortgage in the form of an increased mortgage payment or a lump sum
prepayment.
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NOTES

DO YOU QUALIFY?
1
DO YOU HAVE 20% +
DOWN PAYMENT?

YES

NO

Do you have savings?
OR
Do you have a secured
line of credit?
Go to 2

Minimum Down
Payment for
Investment Property
is 20%

2
DO YOU WORK?

YES

NO

If you are...

If you are...

Full-time / Part-Time, go to A
Self Employed, go to B
Comission based, go to C
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Retired, go to D
Not working, go to E

NOTES

A

FULL-TIME / PART-TIME
A
FULL TIME

YES

PERMANENT

SALARIED
Gross Salary =

NO

CONTRACT

PART-TIME

HOURLY
X
Have you been
employed more than
2 years with the
company?
Average of your last
2 T4’s
=

X
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X

= Income used for the Mortgage Qualifier

NOTES

B

SELF EMPLOYED
B
SELF EMPLOYED

Have you been self
employed for more
than 2 years?

YES

NO

2 year average of T1
Generals, Business Net
on LINE 135

6 Months of bank
deposits required

= X

X

15

FURTHER
UNDERWRITING
REQUIRED

= Income used for the Mortgage Qualifier

NOTES

C

COMMISSION BASED
C
COMMISSION

Have you been
commission based
for more than
2 years?

YES

NO

2 year average of T1
Generals, on LINE 139

6 Months of bank
deposits required
FURTHER
UNDERWRITING
REQUIRED

= X

X
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= Income used for the Mortgage Qualifier

NOTES

D

RETIRED
D
RETIRED

Have you been
retired for 1 year?

YES

NO

Gross Pension from
previous year

1 Month of bank deposits
confirming your Pension
For example:

= X

(CPP + OAS + Pensions + RIF) X 12

= X

X
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= Income used for the Mortgage Qualifier

NOTES

E

NOT WORKING
E
NOT WORKING

Do you have a
minimum Down
Payment of 35%?
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YES

NO

FURTHER
UNDERWRITING
REQUIRED

FURTHER
UNDERWRITING
REQUIRED

NOTES

F

RENTAL INCOME
SUBJECT PROPERTY

F
RENTAL INCOME
SUBJECT PROPERTY

Most lenders will
use 50% Rental
Income

Y
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In some cases, lenders
will use a rental
worksheet
(allowing for higher Rental Income
offset on Subject Property)

Y

NOTES

G

RENTAL INCOME
NON SUBJECT PROPERTY
G
RENTAL INCOME
NON SUBJECT
PROPERTY

For existing properties
within a portfolio, lenders
will use different methods to
calculate portfolio servicing.

Z

Most conservative
method used is:
• 50% of the gross
rental income/full
monthly mortgage
payment
• Any surplus income
is added to client
income
• Any shortfall income
is added to monthly
expenses obligations
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Second method is using a
rental worksheet (Contact
VINE for the worksheet)
• Input all existing
properties on rental
worksheet to determine
monthly cashflow
• Any surplus income is
added to client income
• Any shortfall income
is added to monthly
expenses obligations

Third method is using
most recent T1 General
Statement of real estate
summary
• Any surplus income
is added to client
income
• Any shortfall
income is added to
monthly expenses
obligations

NOTES

HOW MUCH DO YOU
QUALIFY FOR?
X

= Income used for the Mortgage Qualifier

GROSS DEBT SERVICE
(GDS)

[Mthly Mortgage Payment*
+ Mthly Property Tax + Mthly Heat
+ 50% Condo fee(s)]
X

+ Y +

Z

GDS ≤ 0.39% [Mthly Mortgage Payment* + Mthly Property Tax
+ Mthly Heat + 50% Condo fee(s)]
X

+ Y +

Z

NOTE:

*

For Monthly Mortgage Payment: See “Monthly Mortgage Payment Chart”
If down payment is 20% or more: 30 year maximum amortization
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NOTES

HOW MUCH DO YOU
QUALIFY FOR?
X

= Income used for the Mortgage Qualifier

TOTAL DEBT SERVICE
(TDS)

(Mthly Mortgage Payment* + Mthly
Property Tax + Mthly Heat + 50% Condo
fee(s) + Mthly Min Debt**)
X

TDS ≤ 0.40%

+ Y +

Z

(Mthly Mortgage Payment* + Mthly Property Tax + Mthly
Heat + 50% Condo fee(s) + Mthly Min Debt**)
X

+ Y +

Z

Both GDS and TDS have to be acceptable in order to qualify for the mortgage
amount, not either or.

NOTE:

*For Monthly Mortgage Payment: See “Monthly Mortgage Payment Chart”
Minimum monthly debt: Calculated differently depending on type of unsecured debt
**
In some cases lender may scale back to 25 year amortization
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NOTES

MONTHLY MORTGAGE
PAYMENT EXAMPLES
RATE

EVERY $100,000

ADDITIONAL PAYMENT
FOR EVERY $10,000
MORTGAGE INCREASE

2.00%

$423.45

$42.35

2.25%

$435.61

$43.56

2.50%

$447.97

$44.80

2.75%

$460.51

$46.05

3.00%

$473.25

$47.32

3.25%

$486.17

$48.62

3.50%

$499.27

$49.93

3.75%

$512.56

$51.26

4.00%

$526.02

$52.60

4.25%

$539.66

$53.97

4.50%

$553.47

$55.35

4.75%

$567.46

$56.75

5.00%

$581.60

$58.16

5.25%

$595.92

$59.59

5.50%

$610.39

$61.04

5.75%

$625.02

$62.50

6.00%

$639.81

$63.98

NOTE: Calculation results are approximations and for information purposes only, assuming all payments
are made when due. Calculations assume interest rate remains constant over the entire amortization
period, but actual interest rates may vary over the amortization period. Making weekly/bi-weekly
payments will have the effect of making an extra monthly payment every year and will shorten your
amortization. Calculations are based on a 25 year amortization.
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For refinances, we require:
mm Current mortgage statement for each property, including your
primary residence
mm Current property tax bill for each property, including your
primary residence
mm Current lease agreements for each property, if applicable
mm Condo fee statement

SELF EMPLOYED
(SOLE PROPRIETOR)

RENTALS

For purchases, we require:
mm MLS Listing
mm Complete Purchase Agreement
mm Copy of the deposit
mm 90 day bank history of account where down payment is coming from
mm If you have multiple properties, we also require the same documents
below for each property (see below, listed under: For refinances,
we require)

SELF EMPLOYED
(INCORPORATED)

For each applicant we will require:
mm Piece of photo ID
mm Completed VINE Group mortgage application form
mm Completed VINE Group privacy agreement
mm Documents for income (see table below)

Last two years’ complete T1 Generals

X

X

X

X

Last two years’ Notice of Assessments

X

X

X

X

Last two year’s Business Financials

X

X

Complete Articles of Incorporation

X

PART TIME OR
COMMISSION

To begin your application, you will need to gather a few documents.

INCOME DOCUMENTS
REQUIRED

FULL TIME,
SALARIED

WHAT DOCUMENTS DO
YOU NEED FOR YOUR
APPLICATION?

Last two paystubs

X

X

Last two years’ T4s

X

X

Current letter of employment

X

X

Business License

X

Lease Agreements

X

Current Mortgage Statement

X

Current Property Tax Bill

X

Condo Fee Statement

X
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primary residence
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NOTES

COMMERCIAL
APPLICATION PROCESS
For Multi-Family Purchase we recommend 60 - 90 days for financing
•

1 – 2 WEEKS: For Discussion Paper/Term Sheet from lender
Client signs back with a deposit check and additional documents

•

2 – 4 WEEKS: For an appraisal (depending on the size of the building)

•

1 – 2 WEEKS: Engineering structural report may be required to determine
economic life and future repairs

•

3 – 4 WEEKS: Environmental may be required Phase 1 – Site inspection and
history of the site plus neighbouring building

•

3 – 6 WEEKS: If Phase 1 recommends a Phase 2 environmental to be
complete, they will come out to the site, drill 3 or more holes in to the ground
and have a lab analyse the samples
If all is satisfied, a commitment is issued in an estimated 2 weeks

•
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2 – 3 WEEKS: Funding/legal work

MULTI-UNIT UNDERWRITING
INSURED:
• Insured mortgages on multi-unit properties (5+ units) can be insured under
CMHC’s lending program.
• CMHC will consider financing up to 85% of the purchase price
• CMHC will consider amortizations between 25-40 years (depending on age
of property)
• DCR (Debt Coverage Ratio) should be 1.20+
• CMHC will use much more conservative expenses which sometimes results in a
lower loan amount.
• If the financials are strong, an insured commercial mortgage will result in a much
lower rate. At the time of print 5 year Fixed rates are available at
around 2.80%
• Clients should have a net worth of 25% of loan amount and a minimum
of $100,000
• Insured lenders will typically charge a fee of 0.50%-1.50% of the loan amount
• CMHC charges an application fee of $150/unit
• CMHC charges an insurance premium depending on the LTV.
At the time of print premium charges are as follows:
CMHC Insurance Premiums
Up to and including 65% Loan-to-Value

1.75%

Up to and including 70% Loan-to-Value

2.00%

Up to and including 75% Loan-to-Value

2.25%

Up to and including 80% Loan-to-Value

3.50%

Up to and including 85% Loan-to-Value

4.50%

UNINSURED/CONVENTIONAL:
• Commercial loans for multi–unit properties are also available without CMHC
insurance premiums.
• Typically lenders will consider LTV’s up to 75%
• Amortizations usually cap out at 25 years
• DCR (Debt Coverage Ratios) should be at 1.20+ but in some cases can be as
low as 1.10%
• Typically lenders are a bit more flexible with property expenses
• Pricing is higher than the insured option with current rates at time of print at
3.70% for a 5 year Fixed term
• Lenders will typically charge a fee of 0.50%–1.50% of the loan amount
• In some cases uninsured loan are more attractive because there is no CMHC
premiums and some lenders are able to get higher LTV’s (as a result of more
flexibility with expenses)
Commercial loans for multi–unit properties include some fees that are quite
different than residential mortgage financing. Some examples (using a 15 unit
property as reference):
• Application fees for lenders/brokerages $500–$2,000 (some lenders/brokers
will charge an upfront fee to process application. Typically fee is non–
refundable and is normally used toward the final lender fee).
• Appraisal Fee – $2,000–3,500+
• Phase 1 Environmental – $3,000–$6,000+ depending on property,
location etc.
• Inspection Report – $1,000–$3,000+
• Lenders will typically charge a fee of 0.50%–1.50% of the loan amount
(depending on lender/application)
• Mortgage brokerages will typically charge 0.50%–1.00% of the loan amount
(depending on lender/application)

*Premiums can be added to loan amount
https://www.cmhc-schl.gc.ca/en/hoficlincl/moloin/mupr/mupr_010.cfm
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INVESTORS TIPS
•

Refinance – This could be a good strategy if the numbers work to unlock
unused equity and possibly reduce mortgage payments

•

LOC to Mortgage – Convert LOC to mortgages to help reduce liability and
lower underwriting ratios

•

Personal Profile Cleanup – It is wise to pay off / consolidate all your
personal debt. This will allow you to have access to more financing all things
being equal

FIXED VS. VARIABLE
Should I go Fixed or Variable? This question is probably one of the
most frequently asked questions. Some industry professionals take it
lightly, some don’t and others have their own opinion on the market.
Here are some important factors to consider when deciding
between a fixed or variable interest rate:

The spread between rates – The larger the spread between a fixed and a variable
rate, the “safer” you will be if you choose variable over fixed (assuming variable
is the lower rate of the two). The Bank of Canada meets every six weeks on
Wednesdays to decide what they will do with rates, when they do move rates, they
are gradual movements. If you have a 1% spread between fixed and variable and
a 0.25% increase or decrease, you would have four movements before you start
paying the same interest rate.
Liquidity – Most people aren’t aware that most lenders’ variable rate mortgages
come with a 3 months’ interest penalty, whereas the fixed rate penalty is calculated
using the higher of the Interest Rate Differential or 3 months’ interest. Calculating
your interest penalty will allow you to decipher whether it will be inexpensive
to break your mortgage when selling, refinancing or pursuing other borrowing
strategies. Short term goals matter and it is important to address what they are.
We all know that saving on the interest rate is important, but often forget to
include fees into that calculation as well.
Investment properties – The general rule is: The earlier you enter the real estate
investment game, you are better off going variable as it provides liquidity and
flexibility. Also, qualifying for a variable rate is harder than a fixed rate. That said,
as you acquire more properties, lenders make it more challenging to qualify for
additional financing, sometimes requiring clients to qualify at the 5 year fixed rate
in order to obtain a mortgage. If you started with fixed rate mortgages and now
you are “forced” into more fixed rate mortgages, your portfolio is less liquid and not
diversified enough to reduce interest rate risk within your portfolio.
Locking in Rates – For clients that need to ensure their monthly payments DO
NOT fluctuate, a fixed rate provides the certainty of a fixed monthly payment over
the term of the mortgage. The fixed rate comes at a premium when compared to a
variable term, but allows piece of mind in knowing that your mortgage payments
will not change. With current rates near historical lows there is still a lot of value in
secured a fixed rate for the more conservative investor.

Historically speaking, the 5 year variable rate over the past
30 years has outperformed the 5 year fixed rate when
comparing total overall interest cost. All things being equal,
it is important to understand that the best choice between
a fixed and variable rate mortgage is the one that lets you
sleep at night. Understanding what is important to you and
how much risk you can tolerate (both ways) will help you
achieve this.
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Should I go Fixed or Variable? This question is probably one of the
most frequently asked questions. Some industry professionals take it
lightly, some don’t and others have their own opinion on the market.
Here are some important factors to consider when deciding
between a fixed or variable interest rate:
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NOT fluctuate, a fixed rate provides the certainty of a fixed monthly payment over
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a fixed and variable rate mortgage is the one that lets you
sleep at night. Understanding what is important to you and
how much risk you can tolerate (both ways) will help you
achieve this.
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RENTAL PROPERTY
FINANCING BLUEPRINT

6-10 Properties (Beyond the ”financing wall”)
•

Take advantage of 80% LTV. Rental property borrowing between 25-30 year
amortization with one of preferred lenders.

How to build a portfolio to 30+ properties by following our rental
financing BLUEPRINT:

•

Refinance investment property equity. Access competitive Variable and Fixed
rate options for existing larger rental property portfolios.

1-5 Properties (How to take advantage of the most flexible mortgage features at
this initial stage)

11-18 properties (Rental solutions for larger portfolios)

•

35 year amortizations. Increase monthly surplus cash flow by taking
advantage of a longer amortization.

•

HELOCs for rentals. Set-up a HELOC on a rental property to allow you to
re-advance equity as it becomes available. This will allow access to equity for
future rental purchases or emergency funds.

•

Split mortgages. Provide you with options to split your mortgage into multiple
components. For example, splitting into both a Variable and Fixed rate
mortgage. This is a good way to split the total mortgage amount into several
segments if using joint ventures or to assist with accounting.

•

Secured LOC at 80% LTV. Provide the option to refinance an owner-occupied
residence up to 80% LTV on a secured LOC. This will allow you to set-up
interest-only payments and maximize monthly cash flow.

•

DCR lending. Rental financing options continue to be available at 75%-80%
LTV with an amortization between 25-30 years. Offering competitive bank
rates on both Fixed and Variable mortgage options with no premiums.

•

Requirement for liquid cash net worth.

19-22 properties (Rental solutions for larger portfolios)
•

Lending available with lenders at 75%-80% LTV and 30 year amortizations.

•

Flexible income verification.

•

Slightly higher rate premiums and lender fees on mortgage balances.

23+ properties (Multi-unit family portfolio diversification +
Commercializing portfolio)
•

Financing on 5+ unit properties. Access mortgage funds through more
flexible commercial channel at this stage of your portfolio growth. LTV’s as
low as 85% with amortizations available up to 40 years.

•

Turning your portfolio into a business. Accessing Commercial Banking to
access more equity, lower interest rates and more flexible options.
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RENTAL PROPERTY
FINANCING BLUEPRINT

6-10 Properties (Beyond the ”financing wall”)
•

Take advantage of 80% LTV. Rental property borrowing between 25-30 year
amortization with one of preferred lenders.

How to build a portfolio to 30+ properties by following our rental
financing BLUEPRINT:

•

Refinance investment property equity. Access competitive Variable and Fixed
rate options for existing larger rental property portfolios.

1-5 Properties (How to take advantage of the most flexible mortgage features at
this initial stage)

11-18 properties (Rental solutions for larger portfolios)

•

35 year amortizations. Increase monthly surplus cash flow by taking
advantage of a longer amortization.

•

HELOCs for rentals. Set-up a HELOC on a rental property to allow you to
re-advance equity as it becomes available. This will allow access to equity for
future rental purchases or emergency funds.

•

Split mortgages. Provide you with options to split your mortgage into multiple
components. For example, splitting into both a Variable and Fixed rate
mortgage. This is a good way to split the total mortgage amount into several
segments if using joint ventures or to assist with accounting.

•

Secured LOC at 80% LTV. Provide the option to refinance an owner-occupied
residence up to 80% LTV on a secured LOC. This will allow you to set-up
interest-only payments and maximize monthly cash flow.

•

DCR lending. Rental financing options continue to be available at 75%-80%
LTV with an amortization between 25-30 years. Offering competitive bank
rates on both Fixed and Variable mortgage options with no premiums.

•

Requirement for liquid cash net worth.

19-22 properties (Rental solutions for larger portfolios)
•

Lending available with lenders at 75%-80% LTV and 30 year amortizations.

•

Flexible income verification.

•

Slightly higher rate premiums and lender fees on mortgage balances.

23+ properties (Multi-unit family portfolio diversification +
Commercializing portfolio)
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•

Financing on 5+ unit properties. Access mortgage funds through more
flexible commercial channel at this stage of your portfolio growth. LTV’s as
low as 85% with amortizations available up to 40 years.

•

Turning your portfolio into a business. Accessing Commercial Banking to
access more equity, lower interest rates and more flexible options.

NOTES

YOUR CREDIT SCORE
A credit score is also referred to as a FICO Score and is a mathematical formula
created by Fair Isaac and Company.
The credit score is used by most companies to see if you are a good credit risk or
not. Equifax and Trans Union will crunch the numbers from the credit report, and
spit out a number somewhere between 300 and 900, or even no number or R for
Reject. A score over 680+ is considered excellent.
How Scores Are Calculated

FACTOR
Payment History

Bankruptcies, late payments, past due accounts and wage attachments,
collections, judgments

Amounts Owed

Amount owed on accounts, proportion of balance to total credit limit

Length of Credit History

Time since accounts opened, time since account activity

New Credit

Number of recent inquiries, number of recently opened accounts

Types of Credit

Number of various types of accounts (credit cards, retail cards, mortgage, line
of credit, loans etc.)

POTENTIAL TOTALS
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WEIGHT

POINTS

35%

315

30%

270

15%

135

10%

90

10%

90

100%

900

How you can improve your credit score
• Order a copy of your credit report annually, review it carefully and correct
any significant errors:
• www.equifax.ca
• www.transunion.ca
• Pay your bills on time
• If you have a questionable credit history, you should open a few new
accounts, use them responsibly, and pay them off on time
• Don’t open accounts and not use them. Having six or seven of the same type
of credit card does not work in your favour
• Having a credit card or installment loan can help boost your score; as long as
you don’t have a high balance
• Keep balances low in relation to the available credit. If the credit limit is
$10,000, keeping the balance below $2,500 (or 25% of the limit) will improve
your score. Balances over $7,500 (75% of the limit) will decrease the score.
Going over the limit has an even more negative effect
• Pay off credit card debt instead of moving it around to lower rate cards.
Moving balances to other credit cards and closing out the old account can
hurt the score
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